
PHOENIX TRIBUNE—ALWAYS IMPROVING

TEXAS YOUTH IS SLAIN
ON WAY TO HIS TRIAL

ORANGE, Tex.—Frank Wilkes, col-
ored, who was likely to be freed of
a charge of murder for which he
was under a death sentence, was
shot to death by white officers last

week while being taken to Newton

for trial.

Although the officers declared they

shot their prisoner wT hen he attempt-

ed to escape, he wore handcuffs
when his lifeless body was brought

here. Wilkes shot three white men
to death. He pleaded self defense:
but he was found guilty of the slay-

ings on three counts, two of which
were reversed, It was thought that
fear that he would be freed might

have prompted the whites to slay

him. -

;

The slain man was buried from
his home at Houston, Thursday, by

his aunt, Mrs. Hettie Wilkes."

Prohibition is the root beer of the
drink evil-

I All Arizona Uses Jy I
Arizona Packing Company I|KVfc Products

BECAUSE THEY’RE BETTER ijf Z I
I CACTUS BRAND HAM, sugar-cured, milder y I
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' and tweeter, hickory smoked. i*7 v ’s Jrf
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\ \ CACTUS BRAND BACON, made from real
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i 1 bacon-type pig*, dry-cured, mild and fresh. <F>
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APACHE BRAND LARD, open kettle ren-
dered, fresh, fine flavor, perfect for pastry.

DESERT BLOOM SHORTENING, the finest
refined Arizona cotton-seed oil with a touch of v i
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oleo.
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Made in Arizona and Made for Arizona
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2 Arizona Packing Company \ I
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Golbe Miami Ray r" / V
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%r A Real Arizona Industry, Built, A J
C *J)/ Owned, and Operated by V J I

Arizona FoIk »

w- —Buys Arizona Livestock and supplies Arizona
'V Meats To Arizona People. W"'

In utility also there is strength.
The Democrats are now preparing to
build a scaffold out of the unsold
planks in the Republican platform.
As to whom will hang, sweeten the
joke according to your political taste.

Jose Garcia Algabeno, millionaire
bull fighter, plans to enter the mov-
ies. Clever idea. He can then let
his press agent do the bull throwing.

Community development is always
worth its weight in taxes.
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